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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Reduction in total dietary fat, saturated fat, and 

cholesterol continues to be recommended for improving human 

health (Chao et al., 1991). Beef is an important source of 

protein, but other than the nutritional value of beef, 

consumer demand for traditional beef products may decline 

due to an overriding concern about their contributions of 

saturated fat and cholesterol to the diet. 

The ingestion of saturated fat has been correlated with 

elevated blood cholesterol levels and the risk of coronary 

heart disease (Mattson and Grundy, 1985). The National 

Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (1981) recommends that 

Americans limit their intake of meat, dairy, poultry and egg 

products, the foods high in saturated fats and cholesterol. 

These products, however, are important sources of high 

quality proteins, B vitamins, and minerals such as calcium, 

iron and zinc. Efforts to produce and market reduced 

cholesterol products are valuable to the meat industry and 

to consumers. Currently, the major methods used to reduce 

cholesterol and fat in meat products are through genetic 

selection and a reduction in adipose tissue with feeding 

regimes or product trimming. These methods are often 

ineffective or have deleterious affects on the product 

quality. 
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Supercritical carbon dioxide as a solvent for fat and 

cholesterol reduction in food products has been evaluated 

recently on a laboratory scale. The removal of fat from 

food products using supercritical C02 has received much 

attention because of the solvent effects that are similar to 

liquids, but mass transfer characteristics that are like 

gases (Batt, 1982; Brogle, 1982; De Fillippi, 1982). The 

main disadvantages of the technique are the expensive high 

pressure equipment and sophisticated technology required for 

operation with super critical fluids (Wolf, 1983). 

Alternate methods of cholesterol and fat reduction need to 

be examined. 

Efforts should be made in such a way that a process 

should remove cholesterol and fat from meat products while 

retaining the desirable flavor, textural, and nutritional 

qualities. The solvent used in the u.s. and many other 

parts of the world for extracting oil from soybeans is "n

hexane," a hydrocarbon fraction derived from petroleum. 

Hexane is an excellent solvent for vegetable oils, and it is 

essentially free of nitrogen or sulfur-containing compounds 

and unsaturated hydrocarbons (Mustakas, 1980). 

No studies reporting the use of hexane as a solvent for 

cholesterol and fat extraction from meat products exists, 

but it has been used successfully in experiments for the 

extraction of lipids and cholesterol from meat samples for 

analytical purposes. The information on extraction 
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processing techniques, composition, physical and functional 

properties of solvent extracted meat products is lacking; 

therefore hexane was selected because of its chemical 

properties. Thus, the objectives of this study were (i) to 

conduct a preliminary study to create a laboratory scale 

extraction device and (ii) to provide the physiochemical 

properties of solvent extracted red meat products obtained 

from raw meat and meat cooked to three degrees of doneness, 

rare, medium, and well done. The characterization obtained 

from the solvent extracted product will help to create the 

development of low cholesterol and low fat meat products. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Consumers demand for low cholesterol 
and low fat meat products 

Meat is one of the most acceptable forms of high 

quality protein available; however, the consumption of red 

meat products is considered to be a major contributor to 

saturated fat in the diet by the health community 

(Breidenstein, 1984; Grundy, 1986; AHA, 1986). Dietary 

cholesterol level has become an important issue since the 

publication of "Dietary Goals for the United States" (Senate 

Select Committee, 1977}. That publication recommended a 

reduction in cholesterol consumption as a means of 

preventing heart diseases (Rhee et al., 1982}. 

Coronary heart disease (CHD} is the leading cause of 

death in the United States, claiming 541,000 (1985} lives 

annually (Thorn and Maurer, 1988} and costing Americans 

nearly $60 billion every year (Hentges, 1987}. Additionally, 

1.25 million Americans suffer heart attacks each year (Levy, 

1981} and 5 million suffer from angina pectoris. 

Epidemiological evidence has demonstrated that 

hypercholesteremia is a major risk factor associated with 

CHD. As a result, the National Health Institute Consensus 

Development Conference on lowering blood cholesterol to 

prevent heart disease recommended the establishment of the 

National Cholesterol Education Program which has recommended 
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guidelines suggesting that Americans should have serum 

cholesterol levels of 200 mg% or less and that those with 

cholesterol values over 240 mg% should seek treatment to 

reduce their cholesterol levels (National Heart, Lung and 

Blood Institute, 1981). 

Available data indicate that a 1% decline in serum 

cholesterol appears to result in a 1 to 3% decline in CHD 

mortality and morbidity (Robbelen et al., 1989). In order 

to control hypercholesteremia, the National Heart, Lung and 

Blood Institute recommends that Americans modify their 

diets, especially those with elevated cholesterol levels. 

Successful diet modification would include a reduction in 

the consumption of fats, especially saturated fats and 

cholesterol. As a result of these recommendations, 

development of red meat with low-fat and reduced cholesterol 

products appears to be logical. Animal products are, of 

course, the sole source of dietary cholesterol, but 

consumers have been advised to limit their consumption of 

these products (National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute, 

1981). However, animal products are an important source of 

high quality protein, B vitamins and readily available 

minerals such as iron, zinc and calcium. 

Willet et al. (1990) conducted a study examining colon 

cancer rates among women who had no history of colon cancer, 

inflammatory bowel disease, or familial polyposis. This 

study focused on 88,751 women 34 to 59 years of age. 
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Results indicated that women who ate beef, pork or lamb as a 

main dish daily had a relatively high risk of colon cancer 

as compared to women who consumed red meats less than once a 

month. They concluded that there was a increased risk of 

colon cancer with a high intake of red meat and animal fat. 

The American Heart Association (1988) indicated that a 

high serum cholesterol level would result in plaque build up 

in the inner lining of blood vessels, like rust in water 

pipes, eventually occluding the vessels. The narrowing of 

blood vessels, called atherosclerosis, keeps oxygen-carrying 

blood from getting to the heart. The result can be severe 

chest pain and eventually heart attack. 

Cholesterol 

Cholesterol is a soft, fat-like substance found among 

serum lipids. A high level of lipids in the bloodstream is 

called hyperlipidemia, which is a major risk factor for 

coronary heart disease (AHA, 1988). It has a molecular 

weight of 387 daltons. Cholesterol crystallizes in the form 

of circular crystals and irritates the intima (lining) of 

the arteries. Over a period of time, an inflammatory 

reaction occurs causing damage to the arterial lining, 

leading to narrowing of the artery due to atheroma (Tver and 

Russel, 1989). 

Cholesterol circulates in the blood linked to large 

protein molecules. One form of cholesterol-carrying 
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proteins, called low-density lipoproteins (LDL), seems to 

promote atherosclerosis. About two-thirds or more of total 

blood cholesterol is transported in LDL. Another form, 

called high-density lipoprotein (HDL), appears to protect 

against the disease process. The level of cholesterol in 

the body depends upon the saturated fat in the diet: a low

fat diet leads to lower blood cholesterol. The American 

Heart Association conducted a 10-year study called the 

Coronary Primary Prevention Trials (CPPT) involving 

approximately 4,000 men with high blood cholesterol levels. 

The study showed that the men who lowered their cholesterol 

levels with diet and drugs had fewer heart attacks and less 

heart disease (AHA, 1988). Blood cholesterol levels about 

120 mgjdL are above the threshold risk for cardiovascular 

disease. The authors concluded that more than 50 percent of 

the u.s. population is at risk of cardiovascular disease 

according to this criteria. The body's cholesterol control 

mechanisms remove about 1,100 mg of cholesterol per day, 

about 850 mg coming from endogenous synthesis and about 250 

mg which is absorbed from the average of 600 mg ingested per 

day in the United States (Tver and Russel, 1989). The 

American Heart Association (1988) recommended that in a 

healthy diet there should not be more than 300 mg of 

cholesterol consumed per day, and only 30 percent of the 

total calories consumed should come from fat and no more 

than one-third of the fat should be saturated. 
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Steps towards low-fat meat products 

Due to health problems, many consumers are concerned 

about the cholesterol and amount of fat in their diet 

(Yankelovich, 1985), and they are limiting their dietary 

intake of fat and calories (Burke, 1987). These factors 

contributed to decline beef consumption level from 42.91 kg 

per capita to 30.33 kg from 1976 to 1989 (Anonymous, 1990). 

In spite of cholesterol and fat problems associated with 

meat, it is an excellent source of protein, some B-vitamins, 

iron and zinc which are important for human health. 

Red meat supplies up to 59% of the U.S Recommended 

Daily Allowance (USRDA) for proteins, and 13.9% and 31.4% of 

the USRDA for iron and zinc, respectively. Due to the 

nutritional importance of red meat and consumers' concerns 

about health and diet, many researchers have tried to 

introduce low fat and low cholesterol meat products. These 

meat products had similar sensory properties to higher fat 

products (Egbert et al., 1992). According to Watts et al. 

(1988), a cholesterol-lowering diet can include a moderate 

amount of lean meat. 

Dallas Chapman an Australian butcher, introduced 

"Naturalean" ground beef in Australia in 1988. That 

technology reduced fat by 96%, cholesterol levels by 30%, 

and calorie levels by 50%, while keeping the nutritionally 

valuable components, such as vitamins, minerals and high 

quality protein in the products (Anonymous, 1988a). 
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Naturalean technology produced ground beef by putting 

gamma globulin, the protein part of meat, into a soluble 

state and turning cholesterol into an insoluble state 

(cholecalciferol) using ultraviolet light they were 

separated a bowl containing 750 kg of meat. The 

cholecalciferol sticks to the bowl and then pulls the fat to 

it. A mechanical arm enters the bowl and scoops out the 

meat leaving the cholesterol and fat adhering to the bowl. 

The bowl was washed out with cold water and the cycle 

restarted. The process takes about five minutes (Anonymous, 

1988b). 

Kroger Company (the nation's largest supermarket chain) 

introduced "UltraBeef" low-fat beef products developed 

through genetic engineering and computerized feed formulas 

(Anonymous, 1987). UltraBeef technology produced beef with 

up to 46% less fat (120 calories per 85.2 gm. serving) than 

typical USDA choice beef. Using this technology, animals 

reached the market in 13 to 14 months as compared to typical 

animals marketed at 20 to 24 months, reducing feed costs and 

improving feedjgain ratios. The UltraBeef animal converted 

5.52 kg of feed to a 1 kg of beef, as compared to an 8:1 

ratio for the typical steer (Anonymous, 1987). UltraBeef 

products were 90% fat-free and they were labeled according 

to USDA regulations for "Lite" beef. It contained less 

cholesterol than chicken and was more tender than the other 

brands of lean beef. UltraBeef was not graded by USDA 
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quality grade criteria; however, it was expected to fall in 

the bottom 10% of the USDA choice range and the top 10% of 

the good range (Anonymous, 1987). 

Sun Land Beef Company (Phoenix, AZ) introduced fresh 

beef which was 91 to 98% fat-free, low in cholesterol, 

calories, and sodium, but had a similar flavor, texture, and 

nutrients as USDA Choice beef. In this process, external 

fat was trimmed to 2 mm subcutaneous fat according to USDA 

Lite beef which requires the meat 90% fat-free (Anonymous, 

1990). 

These lean products not only appealed to a large number 

of consumers who were concerned about health and nutrition 

and had reduced beef products in their diets, but also 

helped to promote consumption level of beef products which 

had declined 42.91 kg per capita to 30.36 kg from 1976 to 

1989 (Anonymous, 1990). The Wall Street Journal (1989) 

reported that there was an annual 40% growth rate for new 

lower-fat products, which indicated that consumers are ready 

to support these healthier foods (Anonymous, 1989). 

In March 1988, new regulations were issued which 

allowed meat processors to reduce fat in sausages by using 

increased quantities of water. Before that, fat content in 

sausages was 29 to 30% and 9 to 10% added water, but new 

regulations allowed the use of 18% fat in frankfurters and 

16 to 19% added water. New formulations which allowed the 

use of more water in the sausages reduced the viscosity of 
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the emulsion, which required the use of binding agents for 

emulsion and texture stability in order to produce lower-fat 

frankfurters. 

Research on beef products 

Rhee et al. (1982a) studied the relationship among 

marbling levels (amount of intramuscular fat; eight levels 

from "Moderately Abundant" to "Practically Devoid") and 

cholesterol content of paired raw and cooked beef 

longissimus muscle steaks. Cholesterol content (wet basis) 

of raw steaks practically devoid of marbling was less than 

raw steaks with greater marbling. They found no significant 

difference in cholesterol content among steaks with any of 

the eight marbling amounts (excluding practically devoid), 

when cooked to an internal temperature of 60°C or 75°C; 

however, there was a significant difference between raw and 

cooked beef longissimus muscle. As the cooking temperature 

increased, the amount of cholesterol increased. 

In response to research data available on cholesterol 

content of foods, Feeley et al. (1972) reported that the 

data available did not support the conclusion that 

cholesterol may be avoided by trimming away separable fat or 

by selecting meat with no marbling. In relation trimming of 

fat, Rhee et al. (1982b) concluded that trimming of 

subcutaneous or external fat eliminated a significant source 

of dietary triglycerides which provide not only calories but 
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also the starting material for cholesterol synthesis in the 

body. They concluded that trimming of separable fat was an 

effective method for reducing the synthesis of cholesterol 

in the body. 

Coleman et al. (1988) studied the sensory and cooking 

properties of beef steaks and roasts cooked (USDA Choice, 

yield grade 3) with and without external fat. They 

concluded that removal of fat prior to cooking could be an 

effective means of reducing the caloric content of the 

cooked lean steak without ~dversely affecting sensory 

attributes, and they found no significant difference in fat 

retention between strip loin steaks trimmed to 1.3 em 

external fat and those trimmed to 0.6 em external fat. 

Hoelscher et al. (1988) studied the subcellular distribution 

of cholesterol within muscle and adipose tissues of beef 

loin steaks. Their findings suggested that avoiding beef 

steaks which contained high amounts of marbling would not be 

an effective means of reducing dietary cholesterol because 

cholesterol is found in both adipose and lean tissue; 

however, avoiding highly marbled meat could reduce fat and 

caloric intake. Because migration of cholesterol from fat 

trim to lean tissue during cooking was not reported, they 

stated that fat which remained on the steak after trimming 

and during cooking could not increase the cholesterol level; 

it could increase fat in the lean tissue level due to 

migration of fat from the subcutaneous fat to the lean 
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tissue. Their findings suggested that the trimming of 

adipose tissue, which is higher in cholesterol concentration 

and fat than lean tissue, could be an effective means of 

reducing cholesterol as well as fat and calories. 

Byers et al. (1988) indicated that trimming of fat is a 

costly process; therefore, the beef industry needs to 

develop genetic lines of cattle and implement new management 

practices which could result in the production of lean 

carcasses so that trimming can be avoided (Browning et al., 

1990) . This technique would require several years to 

establish genetic lines of cattle that would allow 

widespread production of lean beef carcasses. Browning et 

al. (1990) suggested that if the leaner carcasses are 

identified and separated within the system, trimming would 

not be necessary for packers. 

Ground beef 

It has been estimated that in the United States, 44% of 

the total fresh beef available for consumption is in the 

form of ground beef products (Breidenstein and Williams, 

1986). The 1985 survey of food intakes by individuals 

indicated that 39.5% of the participants• meals included 

ground beef products (McNaughton et al., 1990). Ground beef 

is less expensive among other beef products available for 

the consumer (Mize, 1972). In 1975, Pietraszek predicted 

that 50% of the total beef slaughtered in 1980 would be 
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consumed as ground beef. The consumption level of ground 

beef was increased from 7.6 kg per capita to 8.4 kg from 

1971 to 1981 (Holden et al., 1986). Due to large the 

consumption of ground beef and consumers' health 

consciousness, researchers are more concerned about ground 

beef products. 

Due to consumers' demand for low-fat meat products, 

researchers studied the effect of various fat levels in 

ground beef on palatability. Cross et al. (1980) examined 

the sensory and cooking properties of ground beef with fat 

levels of 16, 20, 24, and 28%. They found that patties 

formulated with 16% fat were significantly tougher than 

those formulated with 24 or 28% of fat, and indicated that 

as the amount of fat increased tenderness increased. 

However, Berry et al. (1979) reported that ground beef 

formulated to 28% fat had more off-odors than ground beef 

with 16% fat. 

Rhee and Smith (1983) studied the effects of cooking on 

cholesterol content of patties formulated with 8, 16, and 

27% fat levels and the amount of 0, 10, 20, or 30% 

rehydrated-textured soy protein (TSP) added. They reported 

that as the amount of TSP increased and fat level decreased 

from 27 to 8%, cholesterol content was lowered in raw, 

ground beef patties. There have been numerous studies 

providing information on the effects of fat levels on ground 

beef palatability (Mize, 1972; Drake et al., 1975; Cross et 
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al., 1980). studies have also been done on the effect of 

end-point cooking temperature or cooking method on low-fat 

patties. McCormick et al. (1981) reported that patties 

formulated with 12% fat had similar palatability to patties 

formulated to have 16% fat, regardless of any cooking 

methods. 

Similar studies were done by Berry and Leddy (1984). 

They studied the effect of different cooking methods on 

ground beef with 14, 19, and 24% fat. They found that 

ground beef tenderness and juiciness was not affected by 

cooking method; however, as the fat level increased, 

tenderness and juiciness increased. 

Since there was no research available for retention and 

nutrient content in lean ground beef, One et al. (1985) 

studied the nutrient content in extra lean (18.4% fat), lean 

(21.5% fat), and regular ground beef (27% fat) after 

different cooking methods (broiled, roasted and grilled to 

medium-well stage) . They reported that after cooking ground 

beef total lipids, thiamin and pantothenic acid were the 

least retained nutrients while zinc was the best retained. 

A study conducted by National Live stock and Meat Board 

indicated that consumers considered fat and cholesterol 

content of meat as a negative purchase influence (Anonymous, 

1985), which is one reason low-fat ground beef products have 

become popular (Berry and Hasty, 1982). Therefore, 

researchers have studied the effect of cooking on fat and 
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cholesterol content in ground beef. Kritchevesky and Tepper 

(1961) reported that upon cooking fresh ground beef the 

cholesterol content was decreased from 116 mg/100g to 62 

mg/100g. Other studies, however, reported an increase in 

cholesterol content after cooking (Tu et al., 1967; Rhee and 

Smith, 1983; One et al., 1985). Kregel et al. (1986) 

reported that as the amount of fat increased in ground beef, 

the amount of cholesterol increased. 

Several studies have been conducted regarding dietary 

cholesterol content of meat and its relation to fat levels 

(Rhee et al., 1982; Breidenstein, 1984). Hoelscher et al. 

(1987) conducted a study examining the effect of cooking 

upon cholesterol level in ground beef with fat levels of o, 

5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30%. They found no significant 

differences in cholesterol content regardless of initial fat 

level. They also indicated that if lean ground beef is 

selected over regular ground beef there may not be a 

difference in cholesterol content after cooking. Therefore, 

it would not be effective if lean or extra-lean ground beef 

is consumed over regular ground beef in order to reduce 

dietary cholesterol. 

Researchers continued their studies regarding low

cholesterol and low-fat meat products and tried to produce 

low-fat ground beef products with acceptable palatability, 

an important consideration in any effort to reduce fat in 

meat products. 
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In a recent study, Berry (1992) examined the effect of 

fat level (0, 4, a, 12, 16, 20%) on sensory, shear and 

chemical properties of ground beef. He reported that 

patties formulated with less than 8% fat were likely to be 

unacceptable to consumers based on tenderness, juiciness and 

flavor characteristics. 

Supercritical carbon dioxide CSC-C02l 

In addition to trimming and reduction of fat in order 

to produce low-cholesterol and low-fat meat products, 

researchers have studied the extraction of fat from foods by 

using carbon dioxide as a solvent. Recently, supercritical 

fluid extraction has received much attention, though its 

fundamental principles were known over 100 years ago (Hannay 

and Hogarth, 1878). The theory and practice of 

supercritical fluid extraction was reviewed by Paul and Wise 

(1971), and they predicted the application of this technique 

to the foods. This technique was of interest in foods 

because of its nontoxicity, easy availability and wide range 

of solvent properties at different pressures and 

temperatures. Friedrich and Pryde (1984) studied the 

extraction of oils from soybeans, cottonseed and corn germ. 

They reported better yield of oils using sc-co2 technique as 

compared to hexane extraction. Later Yamaguchi et al. 

(1986) extracted oils from antarctic krill by using 

supercritical technique and reported that this technique 
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removed phospholipids compound which interfere with the 

consumption of krill oils and produced non polar lipids by 

using one-step extraction cycle. Wolf (1983) used 

supercritical fluid for the extraction of oil from seeds but 

found that carbon dioxide had the disadvantages of not 

improving the flavor of the extracted flakes; they tasted 

grassy and bitter. The objectionable flavor components were 

not extracted as it was originally expected based on the 

conventional applications of liquid carbon dioxide for the 

recovery and extraction of flavor compounds. 

Rossi et al. (1990) used methanol along with C02 in 

order to extract cholesterol from dried egg yolk. They 

found that the mixture of co2+methanol provided more yield 

of cholesterol than the carbon dioxide alone. A similar 

study was done by Hardardottir and Kinsella (1988). They 

used ethanol along with carbon dioxide to extract 

cholesterol from fish muscle. They reported that 

supercritical carbon dioxide and sco2+ethanol removed 78 to 

97% of the lipids, and 97 to 99% of cholesterol, 

respectively, from trout muscle. This indicated that an 

entrainer was required in order to enhance carbon dioxide 

performance. Chao et al. (1991) using carbon dioxide 

observed the extracted yield of lipid and cholesterol from 

ground beef at various temperatures and pressures. They 

reported that as the pressure was increased, lipid 

extraction yield was increased, but the percentage of 
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cholesterol remained the same. In recent studies, Clark 

(1991) tested the application of supercritical fluid in 

fresh ground beef. He reported that the supercritical fluid 

extraction technique was not suitable in the extraction of 

fresh meat products. The main problem appeared to be the 

tremendous mass of water in the fresh meat tissues which 

prevented adequate removal of fat and cholesterol. It could 

be useful for very high levels of fats (approximately 40%). 

Batt (1982) reported that though supercritical fluid 

has some advantages it has not been adapted commercially 

because of its disadvantages. One disadvantage is the 

difficulties of gaining high pressure on an industrial 

basis. Obtaining such high pressures involves high capital 

costs and high maintenance costs. The lack of design data 

is also a serious problem. 

As it has been noted, currently the major methods used 

to reduce cholesterol and fat in meat products include 

either genetic selection and a reduction in adipose tissue 

with feeding regimes, or product trimming and using carbon 

dioxide (as a solvent) which requires much time, high cost 

and sophisticated technology. Therefore, an alternate 

method to produce low-cholesterol and low-fat meat products 

would be desirable. 
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n-Hexane 

n-hexane is a saturated aliphatic hydrocarbon, with a 

boiling point of 68.9°C. It is colorless, highly volatile 

(NIOSH, 1977) and is soluble in most organic solvents 

including ethanol and ether (McAuliffe, 1963; NIOSH, 1977). 

Hexane has been used widely in the food processing industry 

as a solvent, especially in the extraction of edible oil 

from soybeans, flaxseed, peanuts, safflower seed, corn germ, 

and cottonseed (Chipman, 1991) . The Joint FAO/WHO Expert 

Committee on Food Additives (JECFA) has not set allowable 

levels of hexane in foods, but stresses that the solvent 

should be used only in accordance with good manufacturing 

practice to ensure minimal residues in food (WHO, 1971). 

In the United States, the maximum residual level of the 

hexane in cottonseed products and hop extract modified for 

human consumption is 60 mgjkg and 25 mgjkg, respectively 

(CFR, 1987). The hexane limit of 25 mgjkg also applies to 

certain food coloring agents (CFR, 1987). Occupational 

exposure limits for hexane range from 100 to 1800 mgjm3 

(time-weighted average, TWA) and 400 to 1500 mgjm3 (ceiling 

value, CLV) in various countries. In the United States, 

occupational air exposure limit is 176 mgjm3 • Wahlberg 

(1984) reported that when 0.1 ml n-Hexane was rubbed gently 

into the forearm skin for 18 days, it did not produce 

erythema or edema. 
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Nelson et al. {1943) reported that there was no eye 

irritation caused by hexane at a level of 1760 mgjm3 (500 

ppm) for three to five minutes. There has been no report of 

skin sensitization in exposed workers and no skin 

sensitization was noted in a maximization test with n-hexane 

(Kligman, 1966) . Very little information is available on 

the acute toxicity of n-hexane to humans and the available 

data indicate that n-hexane has low acute toxicity. There 

has been not much study done regarding the carcinogenic 

potential of n-hexane. However, in an experiment n-hexane 

was applied on mice and it did not appear to enhance the 

formation of skin tumors following exposure to a tumor 

initiator (7,12-dimethylbenzanthracene) or co-exposure with 

a promoting agent. The following methods have been 

recommended in order to detect hexane residual in foods: gas 

chromatography coupled with flame ionization detection, mass 

spectroscopy, and high performance liquid chromatography 

(Chipman, 1991). 
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Ground beef samples 

CHAPTER III 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Twenty kg of 80/20 (lean-to-fat ratio) ground beef was 

purchased frozen from Texas Tech University Meat Science 

Laboratory. The ground beef was thawed in the refrigerator 

(3°C) and divided into four treatments: raw and cooked to 

three degrees of doneness, rare (60°C), medium (70°C), and 

very well done (80°C). Raw ground beef was thoroughly mixed 

and made into patties (110-120g) for each treatment and then 

subdivided into ten replications. All patties were packed 

individually in Whirl-Pac bags and frozen at -laoc for 

subsequent analysis. The patties were thawed overnight fir 

the cooking treatment in the refrigerator (3°C) and then 

cooked on a preheated Farberware open hearth broiler (Model 

240.147) which had wire grills. A calibrated bi-metallic 

foodservice thermometer was placed into the center of the 

patties to monitor the internal temperature. Midway through 

cooking the patties were turned and cooked the desired 

internal temperature. The same procedure was followed for 

medium and well done cooking treatments. Afterward, the 

cooked patties were packed in Whirl-Pac bags and frozen at 

-l8°C. Twenty samples were prepared for each treatment, ten 

for pre-extraction analysis, and ten for post-extraction 

(hexane extracted) analysis. 
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Brisket samples 

Fresh vacuum packed briskets were purchased from a 

local retail supermarket. All possible external fat was 

removed by trimming. For the raw treatment, the brisket was 

sliced into 5 mm thick portions. After slicing, every other 

slice of brisket was selected for pre-extraction analysis 

and the other slices were selected for post-extraction 

analysis. The brisket slices were subdivided into ten 

replications, packed in Whirl-Pac bags and frozen at -l8°C. 

For cooking treatments, raw briskets were wrapped in 

aluminum foil and cooked at 120°C to the desired internal 

endpoint temperature which was determined by placing a 

calibrated bi-metallic food service thermometer at the 

center of the briskets. As the desired internal temperature 

was reached (60, 70, or sooc), the briskets were removed 

from the oven and left (unwrapped on rack) for ten minutes 

to drain. The cooked briskets were sliced into 5 mm thick 

and an analysis selection followed the same procedure as 

mentioned above for raw treatment. After packing into 

Whirl-Pac bags, the brisket samples were frozen at -lsoc for 

subsequent analysis. 

Extraction equipment 

For this study, a batch process laboratory scale device 

was designed in the Texas Tech University Chemical 
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Engineering Lab. It was a modified soxhlet extractor 

designed for extracting cholesterol and fat from meat 

products by using hexane (Fig. 1). 

Operation of extractor 

Ground beef patties and briskets were thawed overnight 

in the refrigerator at 3°C prior to the extraction process. 

The sample size was selected according to the capacity of 

the extraction tube. Raw ground beef patties weighed 110 to 

120 g and cooked patties weighed from 75 to 85 g. Due to 

size of extraction tube, four brisket slices were extracted 

at a time. Meat samples were put in cheesecloth bags. The 

neck of the bag was tied by a thread in order to avoid any 

loss of the sample. The sample was weighed before placing 

the extraction tube. The extraction tube was 12 inches long 

and 2 inches in diameter. The top of the extraction tube 

was closed by a clip in order to minimize hexane loss. The 

extraction tube was fixed in a cooling jacket which 

circulated chilled water (14°C). 

The extraction equipment included a stainless steel 

coil (Fig. 2) which surrounded the extraction tube (already 

immersed in chilled water). One end of the coil was 

attached to the condenser and the other end was attached to 

the top of the extraction tube. The extraction equipment 

also had a 1,000 ml three-neck flask surrounded by a heating 

mantel. One neck was used for pouring hexane in while an 
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Figure 1. Modified soxhlet extractor. 
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Figure 2. Stainless steel coil and 
sensitive electronic rod which 
controlled hexane level inside the 
extraction tube. 
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other neck was attached to a condenser. A rubber hose was 

fixed in the third neck to collect the hexane from the 

extraction tube which was discharged by a pump. 

The three-neck flask was filled to three-fourths of its 

capacity prior to operation. The outside of the flask was 

covered by cotton and aluminum foil to decrease the loss of 

the hexane during the extraction period. The power was 

turned on after adjusting the operating conditions (hexane 

temperature and pump timing) . As the boiling point of the 

hexane was reached, it evaporated and flowed (after 

condensing) through a hose attached at the bottom of the 

condenser. The stainless steel coil (already immersed in 

chilled water) cooled the hexane. Finally, due to 

gravitational force, the hexane filled the extraction tube 

(by falling at the top of the extraction tube) to a certain 

level. In the extraction tube, there was a probe (9 inches 

from the bottom) which controlled the hexane level. As the 

hexane touched that sensitive rod, it sent a signal to the 

controller which, in reply, turned the pump on, to pump all 

the hexane back into the three-neck flask through the hose 

attached at the bottom of the extraction tube. Speed and 

timing of the pump were adjusted by the controller. 

It was a batch process. As the hexane filled the 

extraction tube, the pump recycled the hexane back into the 

three neck flask. The extraction tube (which contained the 

sample) was filled with the hexane once every 12 minutes, 
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and over 24-hr extraction period, the hexane was recycled 

about 103 times. After a 24-hr extraction period, the 

samples were taken out and put under the hood about 10-15 

minutes in order to evaporate the hexane. Finally, the 

samples were weighed. Post-extracted samples were packed in 

the Whirl-pac bags and frozen at -18°C for subsequent 

analysis. 

Proximate analysis 

The all patties and briskets were allowed to thaw in 

the refrigerator (3°C) overnight before analysis. Fat 

(ether extraction with soxhlet apparatus), moisture (oven 

drying method), protein (modified kjeldahl), and ash 

(furnace ashing method) contents of pre- and post-extracted 

samples (ground beef and brisket) were determined by using 

the AOAC (1990) procedures. 

Cholesterol 

Cholesterol content was determined in triplicate 

calorimetrically as described by Rhee et al. (1982). Ten 

grams of the sample was taken from each sample and 

homogenized using a Waring blender jar in 150 ml of 

chloroform-methanol (2:1, vjv) mixture for 3 minutes. The 

residue was removed through filter paper after 

rehomogenizing for 3 minutes in 100 ml of chloroform

methanol mixture. The filtrate was transferred into a 500 
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ml separatory funnel and mixed thoroughly after adding 50 ml 

of distilled water then left in the refrigerator (3°C) for 1 

hr. The lower phase was drained into a 200 ml volumetric 

flask and brought to volume with chloroform. The volumetric 

flask was left in the refrigerator for overnight (3°C). The 

contents was transferred into a 250 ml Erlenmeyer flask and 

added 10 g of anhydrous sodium sulfate to remove any 

remaining moisture. A 3-ml aliquot of the lipid extract was 

freed of solvent using a stream of nitrogen, while the tube 

(22 x 195 mm) containing the extract was warmed in a 55 to 

60°C water bath. The lipid residue was saponified by 

heating with 10 ml of 15% KOH (in 90% ethanol) in a water 

bath-shaker at 88°C for 15 minutes. Distilled water (5 ml) 

was added to the mixture which was eventually cooled to room 

temperature. The unsaponifiable materials were extracted 

twice with 10 ml of hexane for each extraction. A 4-ml 

aliquot of the hexane extract was freed of solvent using a 

stream of nitrogen and assayed for cholesterol concentration 

according to the calorimetric procedure using FeS04-acetic 

acid and concentrated H2so4 as color-developing reagent. 

Finally, to construct a cholesterol standard curve, 

precise quantities of purified cholesterol (cholesterol 

standard) were carried through the entire procedure in the 

presence of a predetermined amount of a sample lipid extract 

(3 mljtest tube) with the solvent removed. The absorbance 
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readings were subtracted from the reading of cholesterol 

standards plus the lipid fraction before constructing the 

standard curve. 

Instron 

An instron (Model 1122) was used to determine the 

relative toughness of pre- and post-extracted briskets. 

This equipment determined the force required to tear the 

brisket apart by giving a peak height on the graph, and then 

the area under the curve was calculated. 

Working of Instron 

An instron had two jaws, one at the top and one at the 

bottom of the device. The brisket was fixed in between the 

jaws by nuts. As the machine was turned on, the upper jaw 

pulled the brisket and exerted a force to tear the brisket 

apart. During this time, a pen on a graph (attached to the 

machine) responded to the behavior of brisket, and gave 

maximum peak height as the brisket was torn apart 

completely. Later, that peak height was used in order to 

calculate the area (square inches), which gave an estimate 

relative toughness of the samples. 

Color 

Hunter L, a, and b values were measured at three 

locations on each brisket slice with a Minolta CR-200 
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colorimeter and illuminant c. The instrument was calibrated 

using a white tile calibration plate (Y=94.5, X=.315, 

Y=.332 ) . These three values were then averaged to 

determine the mean L, a, and b values for the slice. From 

these values, the hue angle and chroma where calculated as 

indicated below: 

Hue value = 90-tan"1 ajb, and 

Statistical analysis 

Four cooking treatments (raw, rare, medium and well 

done) and two extraction treatments (pre- and post

extracted) were arranged in a randomized block design. Each 

block represented ten replications for each treatment. The 

main treatment effects and interaction of extraction 

treatment X cooking treatments were analyzed using the 

general linear model where appropriate means were separated 

using tukey procedure in the Statistical Analysis System 

(SAS, 1989; Steel and Terrie, 1980). The probability level 

was set at 5%. 
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Ground beef 

CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A significant interaction (P < .05) of extraction 

treatment X cooking treatments occurred thus the data is 

presented in Fig 3. The percentage of fat for raw ground 

beef before extraction was found to be 16.93%. A 

significant reduction in fat in post-extraction ground beef 

was observed in each treatment. In raw ground beef patties, 

the fat content was reduced 41%; while in rare, medium and 

well done cooking treatments, reductions of 76, 82 and 72% 

fat were observed. These data indicated that hexane was 

effective in reducing fat both in raw and cooked ground 

beef, however, in raw ground beef the percent of extracted 

fat was low as compared to the cooked treatments. This 

difference could be due to the high moisture content of the 

raw ground beef which may interfered with the extraction and 

initial fat level as compared to other three cooked 

treatments. 

The significant interaction (P < .05) of extraction 

treatment X cooking treatments on moisture is presented in 

Fig 4. The mean values of pre-extracted treatments 

indicated that as the cooking temperatures increased, the 

percentage of moisture decreased. However, it is 

interesting to note that the percent of moisture present 
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• Pre-Ext 

D Post-Ext 

Figure 3. Interaction of extraction and cooking treattnents 
(P < .05) on fat for ground beef 80120 (lean to fat) raw and cooked 
to three degrees of doneness rare (6QOC), medium (7QOC), and well 
done (8QOC), respectively. 
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Figure 4. Interaction of extraction and cooking treattnents 
(P < .05) on moisture for ground beef 80/20 (lean to fat) raw and 
cooked to three degrees of doneness rare (6QOC), medium (700C), 
and well done (800C), respectively. 
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after extraction was increased. A possible reason may be 

hexane which is immiscible with water; therefore, during the 

extraction period, hexane extracted fat leaving moisture in 

the product thus concentrating the moisture in the product. 

The percent of moisture in raw patties was 67%. These 

results were slightly higher than values reported by the 

Cross et al. (1980) and Berry (1992) studies who reported 

61.3 and 62.1% moisture, respectively. The fat content of 

the meat they examined was slightly higher than that the 

present study thus accounting for the differences since fat 

and moisture are inversely related. 

Means of pre- and post-extraction treatments for ground 

beef patties were pooled from the raw and cooked treatments 

since no significant interaction between extraction 

treatment and cooking treatment existed (Table 1). 

Extraction resulted in a significant increase in protein and 

ash content in patties, while the extraction process removed 

approximately 20.11% of the cholesterol in the patties 

(Table 1). These results indicated that as the fat was 

extracted the protein and ash in the tissues was 

concentrated. A portion of the cholesterol was removed from 

the meat but not to the extent that the fat was (Table 1 and 

Fig. 3). These reduced degree of extraction of cholesterol 

compared to fat may be related to the distribution of the 

cholesterol in the tissues. In meat, cholesterol is 

distributed in both the lean and adipose tissue and much of 
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Table 1. Means of chemical composition (pre- and post-hexane extracted) of raw 
ground beef 80/20 (fat to lean) and cooked to three degrees of doneness rare (600C), 
medium (700C), and well done (800C) respectively (n=40). 

Extraction Protein 

Pre-Ext 

Post-Ext 

Ash Cholesterol 

95.31a 

76.14b 

a,b Means in a column which are not followed by the same letter are 
significantly different (P< .05). 
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the cholesterol is a constituent of cells membranes of both 

tissues (Hoelschler et al., 1988). According to a study 

conducted by Hoelschler et al. (1988), approximately 60 to 

80% of the cholesterol in muscle tissue is bound in the 

membrane and the remaining muscle-tissue cholesterol is in 

the storage component of the cell. In adipose tissue, the 

distribution of the cholesterol in the storage fraction is 

greatly increased to 88 to 92% and the portion in the 

membrane is 8 to 12%. As such the cholesterol in the cell 

membranes would not be extracted unless the integrity of the 

membrane was disrupted. The cholesterol not associated with 

the cell membrane is in the storage fraction and thus would 

be more likely to be extracted along with the fat. 

Means of raw and cooked patties were pooled from both 

pre- and post-extracted samples since no significant 

extraction treatment X cooking treatment interaction existed 

(Table 2). Raw ground beef patties contained significantly 

less protein and ash than cooked patties regardless of 

endpoint cooking temperature (Table 2). The increase in 

protein and ash resulting from cooking can be attributed to 

a concentration of the two constituents as fat and moisture 

is lost during cooking, a trend that has been noted 

previously by several researchers (Coleman et al., 1982; 

Rhee et al., 1982; Hoelscher et al., 1987; Berry, 1992}. 

The cholesterol content of the patties was not 

significantly altered by cooking regardless of endpoint 
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Table 2. Means of chemical composition (pre- and post-hexane extracted) of raw 
ground beef 80/20 (lean to fat) and cooked to three degrees of doneness rare (6QOC), 
medium (700C), and well done (800C), respectively (n=20). 

Deme of doneness 

Trait Raw Rare Medium 

Protein 20.71C 

Ash 0.89C 

Cholesterol 92.7@ 86.698-

a,b,c Means in a row which are not followed by the same letter are 
significantly different (P< .05). 
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cooking temperature. These results conflict with those of 

Rhee and Smith (1983) and One et al. (1985) who reported an 

increase in cholesterol content in ground beef after 

cooking. The apparent conflict may be related to the fat 

content of the raw patties. One et al. (1985) noted that as 

the fat content of patties decreased the percent true 

retention of cholesterol was increased. Raw patties with 

18.4% fat had a percent true retention of cholesterol of 

89.5%, while raw patties containing 27.0% fat had a true 

retention of cholesterol of only 71.3% after broiling to a 

medium-well endpoint. The raw patties in the present study 

contain only 16.93% fat. Following the trends noted in the 

Ono et al. (1983) study, the true retention of cholesterol 

noted in the present study would be even greater than the 

89.5% reported by One et al. (1985) since the patties in the 

present study had even less fat. As such the difference in 

cholesterol content between the raw and cooked patties in 

the present study was not great enough to be considered 

significant. 

Brisket 

Since no significant interaction existed between 

extraction treatments and cooking treatments for percentage 

fat and ash, relative toughness and L value, the pre- and 

post-extraction means were obtained by pooling all the data 
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from the cooking treatments (Table 3). The means for each 

cooking treatment shown in Table 4 were obtained by pooling 

all the data from the pre- and post-extraction treatments. 

Subjecting brisket slices, whether raw or cooked, to 

the hexane extraction procedure had no effect on the fat or 

ash content, relative toughness or lightness (L value, Table 

3). A reduction in fat as a result of the extraction 

procedure was not observed in the whole brisket slices as 

was observed in the ground beef patties. This was probably 

due to the fact that the slices of brisket had a much 

reduced surface area compared to the ground beef, thus the 

hexane was not able to penetrate the intact, high moisture 

slices as readily as the comminuted product. Intact muscle 

also contained much less initial fat levels compared to 

ground beef patties therefore, hexane appeared to be 

ineffective reducing fat levels in brisket. Since the fat 

content was unaltered, one would not expect the ash content 

to increase in the brisket slices as it did in the ground 

beef. The texture of the slices appeared to be unaffected 

by the hexane extraction which was reasonable to expect 

since hexane was apparently not able to penetrate the 

tissues. 

A significant interaction for extraction treatment X 

cooking treatment for cholesterol content was observed (Fig. 

5). The cholesterol content of the raw brisket was 79 

mgjlOOg which was similar to the value of 73 mgjlOOg 
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Table 3. Means of fat, ash, relative toughness and Hunter L values (pre- and post
hexane extracted) of brisket, raw and cooked to three degrees of doneness rare 
(600C), medium (700C), and well done (800C), respectively (n=40)a. 

Fat Ash Relative toughness Lvalue 
Extraction (%) (%) 

Pre-Ext 4.70 0.95 2.42 47.21 

Post-Ext 4.62 1.03 2.09 48.67 

a Means within a column are not significantly different (P >. 05). 
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Table 4. Means of fat, ash, relative toughness, and Hunter L values (pre- and post
hexane extracted) for brisket, raw and cooked to three degrees of doneness rare 
(6QOC), medium (700C), and well done (8QOC), respectively (n=20). 

De me of doneness 

Raw Rare Medium Well 

Fat(%) 4.1@ 5.09a s.o2a 4.3@ 

Ash(%) 1.01a 0.93a 0.95a 1.07a 

Relative toughness 4.2oa 1.45b 1.67b 1.71b 

Lvalue 41.16C 50.96a 47.61b 52.04a 

a,b,c Means in a row which are not followed by same letter are significantly 
different (P < .05). 
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Figure 5. Interaction of extraction and cooking treatments 
(P < .05) on cholesterol for brisket raw and cooked to three degrees 
of doneness rare ( 6()0C), medium (700C), and well done (800C), 
respectively. 
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reported by USDA (1990) for whole brisket trimmed to one

quarter inch fat. The effect that extraction had on the 

cholesterol content of the brisket slices was variable. A 

slight concentration of cholesterol occurred in the raw and 

rare samples after extraction. No effect was noted in the 

samples cooked to a medium degree of doneness and the 

cholesterol concentration decreased after extraction in the 

samples cooked to a well-done state. The overall impact of 

the extraction procedure on the cholesterol content of any 

of the cooked products (rare: 5.2% increase; medium: .62% 

increase; well: 9.5% decrease) would probably not be of 

significance in the diet however. 

The apparent variability of the effects of extraction 

on the cholesterol content of the brisket slices cooked to 

different degrees of doneness was probably related to the 

effect cooking has on the moisture content of the meat (Fig. 

6). Cooking the briskets to a rare doneness caused a 

decrease in moisture of approximate 13% over the raw 

product. Cooking to higher temperatures slightly more 

moisture was lost, a trend previously noted in other studies 

(Rhee et al., 1982). The moisture content of the well-done 

slices was about 18% lower than the raw product. Moisture 

interferes with the extraction process since hexane is 

lipophilic and not hydrophilic. A reduction in the moisture 

to around 18% may have allowed for the extraction of some of 

the cholesterol as noted in Fig 5 for the well-done samples. 
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Figure 6. Interaction of extraction and cooking treatments 
(P < .05) on moisture content for brisket, raw and cooked to three 
degrees of doneness rare (6QOC), medium (700C), and well done 
(800C), respectively. 
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The rare and medium samples may have contained too much 

moisture to allow cholesterol extraction to occur. The 

extraction procedure did not have a clear cut effect on the 

moisture content of the brisket slices as most pre

extraction treatments had values similar to the post

extraction treatments. 

Cooking the briskets had no significant effect on the 

fat or ash content regardless of degree of doneness (Table 

4). Cooking, as one would expect, improves the texture of 

the meat as indicated by the relative toughness values 

(Table 4), although cooking to higher temperatures did not 

significantly increase the relative toughness. The meat 

also became darker (L values) as it was cooked as one might 

expect because the reddish myoglobin is converted to a 

brownish-red metmyoglobin (Forrest et al., 1975). 

The protein content of the raw brisket (22%) was 

slightly higher than the reported USDA (1990) value of 17% 

for whole brisket trimmed to one-quarter inch of fat (Fig. 

7). This difference was probably a function of individual 

animal within the industry; therefore, the extraction 

process did not clearly affect the protein content the 

brisket samples. since a significant fat reduction was not 

found, it is not surprising that the protein content was 

relatively unchanged. As expected the protein content 

increased upon cooking as a result of fat and moisture loss 

during cooking. 
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Figure 7. Interaction of extraction and cooking treatments 
(P < .05) on protein for brisket. raw and cooked to three degrees of 
doneness rare (6QOC), medium (700C), and well done (800C) 
respectively. 
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The significant interaction (P < .05) of extraction 

treatment X cooking treatments for Hunter a value is shown 

in Figure 8. A significant reduction in Hunter a value (red 

to green) was observed in post-extracted brisket in each 

treatment. In the raw, treatment may be due to exposure of 

meat to air which caused the change of the pigments when 

they reacted with oxygen (Forrest et al. 1975) or it may 

possibly be that hexane extracted the red pigments during 

the extraction period. However, reduction of Hunter a value 

in the cooking treatments was due to the change of myoglobin 

(purplish-red) state to metmyoglobin (brownish-red) state. 

This state occurs when the iron portion of the pigment is 

oxidized and is also due to the maillard browning reaction 

which also occurs during cooking. 

A significant extraction treatment X cooking treatment 

interaction (P < .05) for Hunter b value (yellow to blue) 

occurred and is shown in Figure 9. The Hunter b value in 

rare and medium treatments remained unchanged as a result of 

extraction while an increase in Hunter b value or yellowness 

was observed in raw and well-done post-extracted brisket. 

The change in Hunter a and b values resulted in a change in 

the hue and chroma values (Figures 10 & 11). An increase in 

hue value occurred in each post-extracted treatment 

indicating the brisket became less red or browner. A 

reduction in chroma value was observed except well-done 
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Figure 8. Interaction of extraction and cooking treannents 
(P < .05) on Hunter "a" value for briske4 raw and cooked to three 
degrees of doneness rare (6QOC), medium (700C), and well done 
(800C), respectively. 
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Figure 9. Interaction of extraction and cooking treatments 
(P < .05) on Hunter "b" value for brisket raw and cooked to three 
degrees of doneness rare (6QOC), medium (700C), and well done 
(800C), respectively. 
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Figure 10. Interaction of extraction and cooking treatments 
(P < .05) on hue value for brisket raw and cooked to three degrees of 
doneness rare (6QOC), medium (700C), and well done (800C), 
respectively. 
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Figure 11. Interaction of extraction and cooking treatments 
(P < .05) on chroma value for brisket, rare (6()0C), medium (7rPC), 
and well done (800C), respectively. 
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treatment. A reduction in chroma indicates that the 

intensity of the hue is decreased resulting in a product 

with a less intense, more gray appearance. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY 

Overall results indicated that fat percentage in raw 

and cooked ground beef was reduced 41 and 77% respectively, 

by hexane extraction while fat levels in brisket slices 

remained unaltered (P > .05). Cholesterol levels were 

significantly lowered (P < .05) by hexane extraction in 

ground beef. However, no differences occurred in the 

brisket regardless of cooking treatments. Protein content 

in the ground beef patties was increased significantly (P < 

.05) but change in protein content in brisket as a result of 

extraction was slight and not consistent across the cooking 

treatments. Ash and texture attributes in the brisket 

remained unaltered by extraction. Colorimetry results 

indicated a change in Hunter L, a and b values of brisket by 

extraction which subsequently altered the chroma and hue 

values. 

Conclusions and Implications 

This study explored the possible use of organic solvent 

for the reduction of lipid components in comminuted and 

intact meat products. Hexane extraction was found to be 

effective in reducing fat and cholesterol in ground beef 

patties but was not effective in brisket. A change in color 

in the hexane extracted raw meat products (as noted earlier) 
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might create a problem for consumers• perception. 

Therefore, if raw meat is cooked to 70°C (medium) internal 

endpoint temperature not only will be saved but also will 

appeal to consumers. However, the issue of hexane residues 

needs to be examined. If hexane residual are proven to be 

of concern, then this problem can be solved by using propane 

which is highly volatile than hexane and it is expected that 

propane will not be retained in the product. Therefore, it 

is concluded that organic solvent can be used in the meat 

industry to develop reduced fat and cholesterol products. 
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